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It has been reported that some primary schools in the 
United States no longer teach children to write using 
cursive.   We will withhold further personal comments 
on this policy as well as such practices as having students 
submit book reports using power-point outlines or 
assuming one billion dollars spent on school-issued “i-
Pads” will magically translate into critical thinking skills.  
Suffice to say, your Editor remains grateful for his 
classical education courtesy of the Christian Brothers of 
Northern Ireland! 

It is easy to forget that there was a time when 
penmanship was held in high esteem.   This was 
particularly true in the telegraph industry, where good 
cursive writing allowed an operator to increase his speed 
without the loss of clarity.  Clear, concise handwriting 
was an occupational requirement in an industry where 
efficiency and accuracy were of paramount importance.  
A life critical train order or a commercial code word 
affecting a multi-million dollar transaction couldn’t be 
left to chance.   

Competitions were often held by magazines such as 
“Telegraph and Telephone Age” to award prizes to the telegraph operators with the (cont. page  3) 
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QNI is an independent newsletter 
dedicated to promoting NTS and 
g e n u i n e  e m e r g e n c y 
communications preparedness. 

Our newsletter is independently 
published and distributed free of 
charge to the Amateur Radio 
and emergency management 
community.  The opinions 

contained herein do not reflect 
the policies or opinions of the 
ARRL, the National Association 
for Amateur Radio, nor those of 
any particular NTS net or 
emergency communications 
organization.   

Our mission is to provide a 
forum for NTS volunteers 

throughout North America.  We 
operate on the premise that 
Amateur Radio public service 
volunteers should be, first and 
foremost, communicators and 
technicians.  If you share this 
vision, please support QNI.  
Submit your news and articles 
for publication.   
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 A sample of “every day” telegrapher’s script from the 
turn of the 20th Century.  Note the use of a commercial 

code in the Postal Telegraph Message received at the 
Bourse Building in downtown Philadelphia.  Telegrams 

courtesy of the Morse Telegraph Club, Inc. 
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Live Action! 
By Kate Hutton,  K6HTN 

It all started with an email to the Pasadena Radio Club board, from 
Paul Mirador KK6HMQ.  Paul is an active member of the Los Ange-
les Filipino community who wanted to set up some way for the local 
Filipinos to send Health & Welfare inquiries to relatives in the area of 
the Philippines devastated by Typhoon Yolanda (its Filipino 
name).  He had very grand plans, including setting up times where 
families could talk over HF as third parties, etc.  He needed help 
from established hams, with the necessary time, equipment and so 
forth; a very broad and unspecific request. 

I contacted Paul, introduced myself as the Los Angeles Section Traf-
fic Manager and offered to help as far as formal messages were con-
cerned.  (First item … yes, we do have a Third Party Agreement 
with the Philippines!)  It quickly became clear that, although he had 
recently passed his Tech exam (sometime during the federal shut-
down), he did not have a good grasp of what HF entailed and no 
appreciation for the fact that it probably was not necessary in this 
case. 

I spent about 6 hours with him total, focusing him in on methods that 
were practical, and helping him make the necessary arrange-
ments.  Lot Marquez K6IRF, another local Filipino ham, also 
helped.  The Philippine Amateur Radio Association (PARA) and 
another ham radio emergency group in the Philippines gave us two 
email addresses, where they could accept W traffic inquiries.  They 
also have a brand new (post disaster) WINMOR gateway sta-
tion.  The best route for messages crossing the Pacific was by email, 
not HF.  PARA would be relaying them by radio in the areas without 
infrastructure.   Given that PARA is still overloaded and still have not 
been able to get into “the back country,” they initially asked for only 
inquiries about residents in the cities of Tacloban and Borangon. 

In the meantime, I looked over many computer-assisted radiogram 
forms, but none could beat the method that Paul came up with!  He 
established a special Gmail account for the project and then set up 
the automatic signature as a sample radiogram.  He highlighted in 
yellow the items that the volunteers might have to change (NR, per-
son’s name, address, etc.).  It could not possibly have been more 
clear!   

Since the PARA web site indicates that the Philippines has its own 
National Traffic System, I was prepared to teach Paul’s unlicensed 
volunteers how to format radiograms.  The preferred format that 
PARA gave us, however, was a hybrid radiogram/email format that 
was actually much easier (message number was used, but no check). 

Meanwhile, I had two email addresses in the Philippines and a 
WINMOR gateway to give to NTS ops who were inquiring about 
where to send inquiry traffic.  I posted these on the Radiograms 
“Yahoo” Group e-mail list and the NTS Officials e-mail list.  Just 
prior to this, I had passed my first live disaster radiogram, which I 
picked up on the RN6 NTS net and routed via Dennis Oszuscik 

KI6UNC, by telephone to his relatives in an unaffected area of the is-
lands, for further relay. 

So, the FEDCOMMLA project started.  In spite of a social media pres-
ence, a press release, and involvement of a local Filipino community 
center, there has been almost no business from the local community at 
all, as of the end of November.  We’ll see what happens next. 

Check out: https://www.facebook.com/FEDCOMMLA 

Here are some of the things I have learned from this live exercise: 

 To be useful in a real situation, NTS can probably not get away 
with sitting back and waiting for the traffic to come to us.  We need to 
get involved and offer to help where it seems appropriate. 

 The best solution is probably not going to be radio all the 
way.  We take the most efficient route. 

 The most stressed part of the system (PARA, in this case) calls the 
shots regarding routing and message formats.  They get what they want. 

 Timing is an issue.   I think we had about a one week window.  For 
the first two or three weeks after the typhoon, PARA could not handle 
welfare traffic at all, as they were busy with rescue and relief.  Once 
they gave the go-ahead, it took Paul about one week to set up with the 
local Filipino community center, get the Gmail account and Facebook 
page set up, etc.  By that time, there were portable cell towers going up 
in Tacloban.  Having a suitable rough game plan ahead of time, and pre-
established contacts in the various Los Angeles ethnic communities, 
would have allowed us to be ready a bit faster. 

 It seems to me that only the large disasters are going to have much 
use for NTS.  The telephone and cellular carriers can get there and be 
up and running faster than we can for individual tornadoes, for exam-
ple.  Category 5 hurricanes/typhoons, widespread blackouts, and earth-
quakes above M7.5 are the situations that we need to be thinking about. 

So what happened with Hurricane Sandy?  If the ARRL had mentioned 
NTS in its press releases at the time, and if we had been organized and 
easy to find, could we have made a difference to any members of the 
public? 

If we are going to be ready and visible, alas, we have to “Deliver!” when 
it happens, and prove that we can do so, before it happens. 

Does your ARES Group or NTS Net have an Emergency 
Plan?  Kate’s article points to the importance of planning 
based on a realistic hazard and vulnerability analysis for 
your area.  Your plan should define responsibilities, proce-
dures and methods to be used during the response phase of 
a disaster……. Editor 
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best handwriting.  The handwriting of many of the old-time 
“bonus” operators was not just functional and precise, but 
artistic.   Some of these early operators used their penmanship as 
an opportunity to inject a degree of beauty and self-expression 
into their craft.   

As the Vibroplex Key and the mass produced typewriter or 
“telegrapher’s mill” increased speeds on important circuits, the 
value of penmanship began to recede somewhat.  Yet, one still 
finds telegrams and train orders from as late as the 1970s that 
contain beautiful cursive handwriting befitting the highest 
standards of the Victorian Era.   

Perhaps for everything gained, something is also lost. 

It’s dark outside, the wind is howling and temperatures are in 
the mid-20s, but parents and children are willingly standing in 
line to send a telegram to the “North Pole.”  Once again, it’s 
time for the annual Saginaw, Michigan “Holidays in the Heart of 
the City” event. 

This annual Christmas party attracts thousands to Downtown 
Saginaw each year.  Included with the Christmas lights, the 
fireworks and the many other events for old and young alike is 
an opportunity for children (and adults) to send messages to 
Santa asking for that special gift or two they have always wanted. 

The Santagram event is sponsored by the Saginaw Valley Amateur 
Radio Association (www.k8dac.com) with support from the Morse 
Telegraph Club (www.morsetelegraphclub.org).  It takes place in 
two phases, the first of which involves the establishment of a 
temporary outdoor message center in front of the Saginaw 
Children’s Zoo, near the center of the Holiday festivities on 
Friday Evening, and the second of which takes place from the 
local history museum on Saturday afternoon.   

For the Friday night session, the SVARA trailer and a canopy are 
set-up just outside the entrance where many line up for the 
various children’s activities within the zoo.  Business can be 
quite brisk at times, with dozens of people crowding the tables 
waiting for an opportunity to send a message.  The process is 
rather simple.  Three local radio amateurs serve as message 
clerks, assisting customers by filling out their telegram forms.  
These telegram forms are then passed to the telegraph operator 
who puts them on the wire to “North Pole,” Alaska.   

The Saturday phase of the event takes place at the Saginaw 
“Castle” Museum.  This local history museum sponsors a 
Christmas party immediately following a parade, which is very 

well attended.  A temporary message center is established here 
as well, but it has the advantage of being indoors where there is 
no snow and the temperature is always near 70 degrees! 

The Telegraph Circuit 

The messages are transmitted over a telegraph circuit from 
Saginaw to Fairbanks, Alaska (North Pole, AK).  One might 
call this a “virtual” telegraph circuit, because the Internet is 
used to simulate the function of an old fashioned telegraph 
network.  A local current loop is set up to operate the 
standard, traditional telegraph instruments.  This local current 
loop is then interfaced with a computer serial port using a 
special interface circuit board and software, which simulates 
the telegraph circuit.  Any number of telegraph offices may be 
connected simultaneously to a virtual “wire” to facilitate 
communications. 

If one were to find a telegraph operator from 50 or 75 years 
ago and sit him down in front of the instruments, he would 
have no idea he was using the Internet to replace the now 
vanished telegraph infrastructure that was once everywhere in 
North America.  The instruments behave just as they would on 
a traditional telegraph current loop configured in the standard 
“normally closed” arrangement common to North American 
telegraph engineering practice. 

Is he really doing that? 

Most people today have never seen a teletype in operation, let 
alone a telegraph circuit staffed by competent operators.  With 
the demise of the passenger train, the telegraph receded from 
public view long before it actually disappeared from 
commercial use.  Many telegraph applications were invisible to 
the uninitiated.  Boards of Trade (Commodities Exchanges), 
Stock Exchanges, pipeline companies, wire services 
(Associated Press, United Press), and AT&T (The Bell System) 

Spencerian Script—continued 

Dear Santa….. 
By James Wades, WB8SIW 

A stack of Santagrams after transmission via the Morse Circuit to North Pole, Alaska 
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were all common users of telegraphy well into the Post World 
War Two era.  For example, the Chicago Board of Trade 
stopped using Morse Telegraphy in the early 1970s.  A few 
railroads still had Morse circuits in operation until the mid-
1980s!  Morse was even used to transmit sports play-by-play 
before the 1960s, with the games being recreated at the local 
broadcast station.  All of these applications were mostly invisible 
to the public.  By most Americans alive today, the telegraph is 
incorrectly viewed as a technology that disappeared with the 
invention of the telephone in the 1870s! 

This lack of historical memory results in some humorous 
situations.  It is common for visitors to walk up to the message 
center and, after watching the operator for a time, ask if it’s 
“real.”  Some refuse to believe that the messages are actually 
being transmitted via Morse and instead insist that it’s “play 
acting.”  Such disbelief is usually dispelled with a careful 
explanation or, if necessary, by a phone call from a telegraph 
operator on the wire to the nonbeliever’s cell phone!  Many 
others confuse the American Morse Code used on the telegraph 
circuit with the more familiar International Morse Code 
(Continental Code) used by radio amateurs, the military, and so 
forth. 

As you might imagine, the Santagram Event serves a 
multifaceted purpose.  In addition to providing a unique 
opportunity for children to request gifts from Santa (and for 
parents to gain some insights into what the child wants), the 
event also serves to educate a new generation about the history 
of telegraphy.   The children who file their Santagrams today 
may likely remember seeing a telegraph operator sending 
messages, and therefore recall that the telegraph was once an 
important part of our Nation’s history and economic and social 
fabric.  This event also creates considerable good will for the 
Amateur Radio Club sponsoring the event. 

Message Transmission Methods 

The mechanics are fairly straightforward.  Once the telegraph 
operator is handed a telegram for transmission, he assigns a 
message serial number.  The easy way to do this under heavy 
traffic load is to use a self-incrementing serial number stamp 
(available from “Staples,” “Office Max,” etc.).   He then 
transmits the messages in “book format” to the operator 
receiving the messages for delivery to Santa.   

Standard message handling procedures are used throughout the 
event to add a level of authenticity to the process.  With 200 to 
400 messages originated during an event, no time is wasted on 
the circuit.  A typical acknowledgement of a properly received 
message (requiring no “fills”) is a simple, brief opening and 
closing of the receiving operator’s key; sort of the equivalent of 
the simple “dit” used by a radiotelegraph operator between 
messages when picking up a large file of message traffic on a CW 
traffic net. 

 

Conducting your own “Santagram” event. 

Any Amateur Radio Club can conduct its own Santagram event.  
While any mode can be used, a radiotelegraph circuit to an 
operator at a remote location would be an ideal substitute if an 
experienced Morse telegraph operator is not available.  A 
nearby Section CW Net would be an ideal source of operators 
capable of providing this service. 

While such an event could be conducted using voice or data 
modes, we have observed that telegraphy adds a certain unique 
feel and a sense of “mystery” to the entire process that attracts 
far more attention than more modern methods.  For most 
children, a computer or device supporting voice 
communications is a common item best ignored.  On the other 
hand, an operator transmitting their message using a “secret 
code” is something unique and different. 

Christmas is also a “traditional” event.  The use of a “traditional” 
or old-time technology actually fits the mood of the season.  For 
example, a simple CW station, using a small vacuum tube 
transmitter and receiver, both of which “glow in the dark” 
might also add to the aura of mystery and “tradition.”   

Professionalism is also important to the success of the event.  
During our event, we make an effort to appear very organized 
and professional.  As can be seen in the photo, the display is 
neatly arranged, with no loose or unnecessary wires visible.  No 
“clip leads” or taped connections are present.  All of the 
necessary administrative items are present including clip boards 
suitable for the telegram blanks being used, antique telegram 
blank holders, appropriate signs and the like.  In today’s media-
centric culture, perception is reality, and the appeal of one’s 
event is often determined by its appearance.  A neat, well 
organized display with a clean-cut message center layout will do 
much to improve the public perception of your organization. 

In conclusion, a Santagram event would be an ideal activity for 

The temporary message center established at the Saginaw Castle Museum.  
Telegraph operator’s position on left.  Message clerks on right. 
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an Amateur Radio Club to conduct.  It would also serve as an 
excellent opportunity for a local radio club to build a relationship 
with NTS volunteers in its area.   

 

More information about the event may be found at these web 
sites: 

The Morse Telegraph Club: MTC is an association of retired 
railroad and commercial telegraph operators, telegraph industry 
employees, historians, radio amateurs and others with an interest 
in the history and traditions of telegraphy and the telegraph 
industry:  www.morsetelegraphclub.org 

MorseKOB:  An Internet-based system used by Morse Telegraph 
Club members to communicate via the Internet using traditional 
telegraph instruments and the American Morse Code:  
www.morsekob.org 

The Saginaw Valley Amateur Radio Club (SVARA): sponsors 
of the Santagram event:  www.k8dac.com 

An older article about the Saginaw, Michigan Santagram event 
entitled “Telegrams to Santa” may be found at: 

http://www.worldradiomagazine.com/wro_issues/2010/
WRO_0210_25-37.pdf 

-30- 

 

Scott Walker (N3SW) has added some visual aids to a speech 
covering the use of radio-email via WL2K to form a common 
interoperable messaging layer for ARES and NTS.  This talk has 
now been published on “You Tube.” 

You can view and listen to it at: http://www.youtube.com/
w a t c h ? v = b M c - H m r B m T M & f e a t u r e = y o u t u . b e 
 
The video is a recording from the NTS WinLink committee 
Echolink conference on radio email detailing and outlining the 
integration of ARES, NTS, and NTSD into an interoperable 
communications layer though the use of radio email via WinLink 
2000 to communicate between the served agencies, Emergency 
Operations Centers (EOCs) and others via the interface to the 
public Internet. 

This is the updated and the most recent version of what many 
Section Managers, Section Emergency Coordinators,  Section 
Traffic Managers and other interested operators involved in 
emergency communications have already heard when they 
participated in the weekly Echolink conference at 8-PM Eastern 
time every Wednesday evening 

This presentation is intended to be viewed by both ARES and 

NTSD / Radio E-mail Video Available 
By Dave Struebel,  WB2FTX, Eastern Area Digital Coordinator, NTSD 

FB Telegraph Office at Fairbanks, Alaska 

Ed Trump, AL7N, Chief Operator at FB Telegraph Office and Alaska 
Section Traffic Manager 
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NTS leadership as well as members of both groups or anyone else 
interested in effective public service communications, especially 
during an emergency 

You are welcome to share this video with your ARES and NTS 
members provided that it is not used for any commercial purpose 
nor used by anyone who can claim ownership or intellectual 
property rights.  All rights are reserved by Al Nollmeyer (W3YVQ) 
and the ARRL NTS WinLink Committee. 

NTSD Parser software is now available for ARES use with the 
WinLink2000 System. It is intended for use by ARES and other 
radio operators originating radiogram messages.  This software is 
designed to properly format ARRL radiogram messages for 
submission into the RF-only NTSD system. 

This software will generate the NTSD message header and footers 
based on address information in each message and place the 
messages in output files sorted by precedence and special handling 
instructions (HX).   The user can then attach the NTSD parser 
message output text files to AIRMAIL, RMS EXPRESS or other 
NTSD mail software for transmission into the NTSD via any of the 
system’s “Target Stations” that provide the WinLink2000 interface 
for ARES and other users outside the NTS.  

The use of this software assures correctly formatted NTSD headers 
for reliable delivery by the NTSD system. This program also 
provides a lookup table for commonly used call signs.   If the call 
sign of an addressee is in the lookup table, then this software will fill 
in the zip code, city, state, and phone number fields in the NTSD 
message header from the call sign lookup.  Note that the proper 
radiogram address format for this abbreviated address form is call 
sign, city, state and zip code.  The call sign lookup table can be 
customized by the user. The program also has lookup tables for zip 
codes (postal codes) for both the US and Canada.  There is a popup 
window allowing one to enter either a zip code or city and 
state.  This lookup is used for generating the NTSD header where 
the zip code is absent using the city and state to find the zip code for 
the NTSD header. 

The NTSD parser software does some basic checks of the ARRL 
radiogram structure.  It checks for the presence and order of 
required fields in the preamble line.   It will verify and correct the 
check value.  Punctuation should not be used in radiograms, but 
where encountered, this software will replace or remove the 
punctuation.  The message number, time filed, and date filed fields 
will be reformatted if needed. The original message and the revised 
message are presented to the operator so that he can decide to 
accept the changes or correct format problems within the 
messages.   

The program is compatible with Windows 95 to Windows 7 
operating systems.  It may work on Windows 8 as well.   The 
primary operator interface is an edit window similar to Microsoft 
Notepad that works with the Windows clipboard supporting cut 
and paste operations.  A help file is provided that interacts with 
the software to provide users with help and additional 
information. 

Another version of the NTSD parser software is available for 
Mail Box Operators (MBO) operators only. The MBO software 
version parses messages in the same manner as the basic NTSD 
parser, but is designed to run unattended, sorting messages by 
state or zip code, generating e-mail messages with the output 
files as attachments and forwarding of the e-mail directly into a 
mail server for delivery. Messages that are undeliverable are 
put  into an error file directory for manual handling. A log file is 
maintained for all messages received.  The forwarding and 
sorting functions are configurable by the MBO operator. 

The user version of the NTSD Parser comes in a zipped 
executable file about  8-MB in size.    In some cases this can be 
sent as an email attachment.  It can also be sent via Skype 
at http://www.skype.com/en/ or via download from Dropbox 
at  https://www.dropbox.com/ 

If you are interested in receiving a copy of this software, please 
send a return e-mail to your Area Digital Coordinator (Please 
indicate the best way to get the software to you): 

Eastern Area: wb2ftx@optonline.net 
Central Area: kb0ofd@centurytel.net 
Pacific Area:  chuckw5kav@comcast.net  

NTSD Parser Software Available  
By Dave Struebel,  WB2FTX, Eastern Area Digital Coordinator, 

NTSD 

In the next issue of QNI:  Setting up a 
simple NTSD DRS station using inexpen-

sive, used equipment! 
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How often have you heard someone complain that the radiogram 
format requires “too much effort to utilize during an emergency 
situation?”  Such arguments are typically based on a simplistic view 
of time.  In other words, the perception is that the radiogram 
service information contained in the preamble adds unnecessary 
work and time to the transmission of a message; yet, when one 
views message flow in the aggregate (total network throughput), 
the predictable nature of the radiogram format and its associated 
network management tools actually saves time in those situations 
that require the accurate transmission of third party message 
traffic……provided those operating on the network are properly 
trained and sufficiently experienced. 

There are, of course, many situations in which the radiogram 
format is unnecessary.  Such situations typically involve tactical 
communications, and it is this type of communications that makes 
up the bulk of our ARES traffic.  For example, if one is 
communicating directly with the recipient of a message and the 
message is not intended for a third party, a simple discussion or 
command transmitted over two-way radio is usually sufficient.  In 
other words, if “W8ABC” calls “W8XYZ,” who is making deliveries 
of disaster supplies in a mobile unit and requests that he divert to a 
new location or pick up additional material, the radiogram format is 
not needed.   

Things are different when a message must pass through a network 
for delivery to a third party or in situations in which the content of a 
message is critical to mission success.  In such cases, we must ensure 
both accountability and accuracy.  Messages, which are critical to 
mission success, cannot be left to chance.  Likewise, such times are 
not appropriate for “on-the-job training.”  The standardization 
provided by the radiogram format increases the likelihood that a 
message is transferred accurately and with all the necessary service 
data needed to ensure accountability.  Most importantly, the 
standardized process eliminates many of the repeats, 
misunderstandings, and inaccuracies that often result when 
“informal” messages are repeated over and over again by 
inexperienced operators.  For example, how often have you heard a 
simple message or even a simple call sign repeated again and again 
under ideal, low-stress conditions because the operators involved 
failed to use the proper phonetic alphabet or standard net 
procedures?  Now imagine this same scenario in a disaster situation! 

If you want to demonstrate the above concept, arrange to have a 
ham from outside your area check-in to your weekly ARES net 
using an unfamiliar call sign.  More often than not, the NCS will 
request multiple repeats and clarifications because he is unfamiliar 
with the stranger’s call sign and he is unable to use the proper 
phonetic alphabet.  Over time, he has memorized the call signs of 
everyone who checks into the net on a regular basis, thereby giving 
the appearance of “understanding” the communications traffic.  Yet, 
in reality, he is unprepared to accurately clear mission critical message 
traffic.  Have you given thought to the valuable amount of network 

time that would be consumed by the confusion and repetition 
that arises in time of emergency when unfamiliar call signs, 
names, technical terms and the like arise on a net? Have you 
considered the impact of stress and excitement on one’s 
ability to communicate effectively.  Standardized message 
formats and standardized procedures serve as the basis for the 
regular practice and training needed to correct many of these 
problems. 

As an illustration of accountability, imagine an important 
message passing from an incident commander or one of his 
subordinates to an emergency operations center or other 
agency headquarters located some distance away.  Such 
messages may pass through several hands during its journey, 
including those of two or more radio amateurs, perhaps a 
message router in an EOC, and ultimately to the recipient 
(addressee) himself.  Under such circumstances, questions 
may arise in reference to the timeliness or voracity of a 
message.  Consider these scenarios: 

 A served agency official may ask a question such as; “on 
whose authority is this request being made?” 

 Information in the message transmitted via Amateur 
Radio may conflict with information received from other 
sources and networks.  What assurance does the served 
agency have that the content is accurate?  What if an 
agency wants to seek clarification from the signatory 
(originator)?  How would you route a message requesting 
such clarification and to whom would you direct it?   

 The sequence of events during a disaster operation can 
also be critical to a proper, measured emergency 
response mission.  An agency official may need to know 

What are the  odds that this company dispatches their trucks via a High 
Frequency Radiotelegraph Network?  Mobile CW anyone? 

Just Talk Into the Microphone 
By James Wades, WB8SIW 
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at what time a message transmitted via Amateur Radio was 
drafted.  He may need to know where a message fits into the 
event time-line along with other data and messages being 
received from dozens of other sources, all of which must be 
processed and analyzed by key decision makers.  Does that 
message received via your ARES net change the decision 
making process, or is it rendered obsolete by other data?  Is 
its content modified by subsequent information or messages 
received via other networks at a later (more recent) time? 

The radiogram format answers all of these questions 
(and more) with great efficiency, provided it is used by 
experienced, trained operators. 

Most who oppose the use of the radiogram format do so out of 
inexperience.  For example, an emergency manager (also a ham) 
once stated unequivocally that he refused to use the radiogram 
format because his “packet terminal” automatically time-stamped 
all outgoing message traffic.  What he failed to grasp was the fact 
that the time a message is drafted in the EOC may be considerably 
different from the time it is entered into a data terminal and saved 
for transmission.  What happens if that message is misplaced or 
delayed by ten minutes or an hour before it is handed to the radio 
operator?  What happens if a message originates elsewhere, such 
as on a public safety network, MARS network or other VHF or 
UHF circuit before being transferred to the packet radio network?  
Under these circumstances does the automatic date-time stamp 
provided by a TNC accurately reflect the time at which the 
message was written out and presented for transmission at some 
remote location on another network?  Of course not. 

When one is handling important communications on behalf of 
others, it is not enough to simply “talk into the microphone.”  
Being a communicator involves more than the ability to talk.  
After all, even a child can “talk.”  Millions of teenagers use 
expensive “smart phones” to communicate on a daily basis, yet, 
we would never consider entrusting them with mission-critical 
responsibilities.  Unlike the average media addled teen, radio 
amateurs must develop the necessary administrative skills 
needed to support a disaster response mission.  These skills 
include such abilities as:  

 Keeping an organized file (paper or electronic) of messages 
originated and received for ready reference by agency 
officials. 

 Logging the time messages were originated, received or 
delivered on message forms and/or a radio log. 

 Neatly transcribing message traffic and ensuring there are no 
misunderstandings or errors in the process of transmission or 
reception.  

 Having the ability to quickly and accurately convey complex 
information and terminology that may not be familiar to the 
communicator (e.g. chemical names, etiological information, 
engineering data and so forth). 

 

It is important to understand that the radiogram format supports 
all of these functions.  Therefore, let’s examine the components 
of the radiogram preamble so its purpose is clear to those 
involved in ARES, RACES, AUXCOMM and similar programs: 

Message Number:  

Imagine that a team of radio amateurs at an EOC transmits 
several hundred messages over the course of an afternoon.   
Several different networks and modes are utilized to originate 
these messages to various locations around a State or County in 
support of various emergency management functions.  At 
several points during the operation, incoming reply messages are 
being received, which request clarification or which provide a 
response to specific messages that had been transmitted earlier 
in the day.  Consider these advantages of a reference serial 
number: 

 Stations replying with service messages or with replies from 
served agency officials can simply reference the message 
serial number provided with the original message.  This 
eliminates unnecessary language, misunderstandings or the 
requirement to describe the original message and its subject 
matter in detail, thereby preserving valuable circuit 
capacity.  In other words, a reply might start with “REF 
MSG 22…..” 

 Service messages or replies may arrive in response to 
messages originated by operators who were on duty at an 
earlier time.  Likewise, service messages or replies may 
arrive via other networks staffed by operators unfamiliar 
with the “thread” of the subject matter.  The served agency 
official who drafted the original message and the operator 
who transmitted that message may not be available to 
intuitively understand the sequence of events associated 
with a reply that is being received.  This is particularly true 
in an EOC or similar facility staffed by several operators or 
in which agency officials are working in shifts.  A reference 
to the original message serial number in the service or reply 
message allows that radio operator to locate and review the 
original message content in order to clarify or better 
understand the context in which the reply fits thereby 
aiding not only himself, but the agency official to whom the 
message is addressed.   

 Message serial numbers allow copies of all originated traffic 
to be easily filed in sequence at the station of origin.  This 
creates a sequential record of events to limit liability and 
more quickly explains discrepancies, which may arise with 
respect to the sequence of events over time. 

Precedence: 

Prioritizing message traffic may not be necessary when one has 
access to vast amounts of circuit capacity.   After all, we don’t 
prioritize e-mails before we send them because we assume 
plenty of circuit capacity is available.  Of course, if the Internet 
were available, there would be no need for an ARES or NTS 
net!  Yet, we do occasionally mark e-mails as “important” or 
“urgent.” 
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It is the responsibility of those radio amateurs active in ECOM to 
prioritize message traffic based on the relative importance of a 
message to the originator.  This is a tool, which allows limited 
circuit capacity to be allocated to the most important messages 
first.  It is also a procedure common to other specialized 
communications networks.   Police dispatch networks, military 
networks and similar systems prioritize message traffic for the 
same reasons. 

Message prioritization is a decision best left to the originating 
station, which is in direct contact with the agency official 
presenting the message for transmission.  This is done by 
measuring the agency’s needs against a set of specific guidelines 
as opposed to mere guesswork on the part of those relaying or 
delivering a message. 

Handling Instructions: 

The handling instruction or “HX” in the radiogram format is 
optional.  This component instructs the radio amateur delivering 
(or relaying) the message to take specific steps regarding the 
disposition of the traffic.  The handling instruction is typically 
not needed in time of emergency.  However, there may be cases 
in which an extremely important agency messages may warrant 
the handling instruction “HXC,” which requires the delivering 
station to report the date and time of delivery to the originating 
station.   

Note: “HXC” and “HXD” should be used very sparingly because 
they run the risk of doubling demand on available 
communications circuit capacity. 

Station of Origin: 

The Station of Origin field serves a variety of functions.  These 
include identifying the radio amateur responsible for placing the 
message into the network; it provides insights into the likely net 
through which one can route any reply messages and it associates 
the specific agency or official whose signature appears on the 
radiogram with the specific radio operator/station having access 
to that official, thereby facilitating the expeditious routing of 
replies or service messages. 

Check (Group Count): 

The anti-NTS crowd is fond of scoffing at the radiogram 
preamble and its requirement for such details as the “check,” yet 
these same antagonists likely uses this very same technique every 
day for their own communications; they just doesn’t realize it.  
Just as the traffic handler receiving a message compares the check 
(word/group count) provided by the originator in the preamble 
to the actual count of words/groups, e-mail and similar modern 
data networks do the same thing; only in the latter case it’s 
automated in the form of a digital check-sum!  The check or 
“group count” offers a quality control function designed to ensure 
that the entire content of the message was received, with no 
critical words or groups missing. 

Place of Origin: 

In time of emergency, the place of origin reflects the location of 
the agency or official whose name appears in the signature line 
of the message.  This is NOT the location of the radio amateur 
who is acting as the station of origin.  Knowing from where a 
message originates is of importance to all involved in the 
transaction, including the individual or agency official to whom 
the message is addressed. 

Keep in mind that important messages may not always be 
originated at the location of the station of origin.  The message, 
as originally drafted, may originate on another network, such as 
a public safety radio system and then it may be transferred to an 
ARES Amateur Station to continue its journey to the addressee.   
By accurately describing the “place of origin,” confusion and 
misunderstanding are prevented. 

Time of Origin: 

Again, this is the time at which the message was written out and 
presented for transmission.  It is NOT the time at which the 
message is first placed on-air.   When one converts the IC-213 
message written out by the official who signed it, one simply 
transfers the date-time group to the radiogram form (converting 
it to UTC).  Otherwise, it is essential that the radio amateur 
clarify the time of origin with the individual whose name 
appears in the signature block of the message.  Again, the “time 
of origin” is the time at which the message was written out and 
presented for transmission.  It is NOT the time the Amateur 
Radio Operator places it into the network. 

Note:  For more information on converting IC-213 to 
radiogram format, please see the September, 2013 issue of 
“QNI.” 

Date of Origin:   

The date of origin is fairly self-explanatory.  However, 
remember that the new “radio day” starts at 0001 UTC 
(Midnight GMT).  Universal time is utilized for all radiogram 
messages to prevent any confusion that may arise as messages 
pass between time zones.   Some states have multiple time 
zones.  Likewise, messages may pass through several time zones 
en route to the addressee.  UTC is also not subject to the 
confusion that often surrounds the transition between standard 
time and daylight savings time. 

Other Components: 

Obviously, we could discuss the address, text and signature.  
Greater detail regarding these components may be found in 
various ARRL publications and training documents covering 
traffic handling.  They are not covered in this article because 
most intuitively understand their purpose.  Likewise, these 
components are generally universal regardless of the type of 
message format used.  Instead, we wanted to take some time to 
explain the purpose and value of the radiogram format itself.   
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Far too many radio amateurs and ARES members view the above 
components as little more than a frivolous tradition of little value 
outside NTS operations.  Hopefully, the above points will 
enlighten many who have perhaps given insufficient thought to 
the potential value of the service data appended to a radiogram. 

Maintaining the Integrity of the Radiogram: 

At this point, an additional point is in order.  The radiogram 
format should be maintained regardless of the mode of 
communications used to convey the message.  Even if a message 
starts its journey via e-mail, the radiogram format should be 
maintained.  Why? 

 A message may need to be transferred to an Amateur Radio 
network to facilitate the “last mile” of connectivity in a 
disaster area.  This latter network may not be a data 
network.  Rather, it could be a voice net utilizing a repeater 
or it could even be conveyed via a phone call or messenger.  
Critical service data can be lost otherwise. 

 The service data retains its validity regardless of the mode of 
communications used to transmit the message.  Served 
agency officials still need to know when a message was 
drafted, under whose authority it originated, and from 
where it originated.   

 If a reply needs to be transmitted, knowledge of the station 
of origin and his/her approximate location is a good place to 
start when determining the best nets and routing process 
needed for expediting the reply. 

Why a standardized format takes LESS time: 

By now, the beginning ARES or NTS volunteer may have an 
insight into why service data is important, regardless of the mode 
of communications utilized.  In reality, radiogram format results 
in less time wasted on communications networks.  By using a 
standardized format containing all relevant service data, there is 
less need for wasted clarification, duplicate messages, or on-air 
discussion about message content.  There is less time wasted 
determining how to route reply messages.  In other words…
what is important is the total time consumed on a radio network, 
not just the length of a single message.  Sloppy operating 
procedures and informal methods result in repeats, confusion, 
additional messages, and perhaps even mission failure when one 
is supporting an important disaster operation. 

Those who are interested in an approach to emergency 
communications based on a foundation of solid, reliable skills and 
a quiet, professional approach to public service will want to 
become fully comfortable with basic, efficient message handling 
skills. 

-30- 

 

An EC from North Carolina recently described your Editor as 
“not having a freakin’ clue” for suggesting that IC-213 is not the 
“gold standard” for emergency communications work.   

First, we should preface our comments in this editorial by sug-
gesting that there is nothing wrong with IC-213 in its proper place.  
ARES groups should be familiar with the format and its applications.    
However, IC-213 lacks a variety of network management tools, 
which are essential during a complex and fast-paced disaster oper-
ation.  Therefore, in response to our “expert,” some points about 
IC-213 are in order: 

IC-213 is a minimum standard.  It is a message format that sat-
isfies the minimum requirements for tracking important message 
flow within the NIMS environment.  States, NGOs and other or-
ganizations may exceed this standard, but they should not fall be-
low it.    

Precedent does exist for exceeding the IC-213 standard.  Oth-
er communications networks exceed the IC-213 standard.  Law 
Enforcement networks, military networks and the like all main-
tain message formats that are appropriate to their unique network 
management needs. 

As discussed in a prior issue of “QNI – The NTS Newsletter,” the 
NTS Radiogram Format is fully compatible with IC-213.  In 
addition, the radiogram format adds important network manage-
ment data, which allows radio amateurs to more effectively man-
age their own networks, route message flow and keep organized 
files (paper or electronic) of message originations within the often 
fast-paced EOC or served agency environment. 

This is not to suggest that IC-213 should NOT be used.  This is 
not to suggest that the radiogram should be used within the EOC.  
However, lest we forget…. 

 The IC-213 is essentially the equivalent of an old-fashioned 
inter-office memorandum form.  

 The IC-213 is essentially the equivalent of those old fashioned 
pink telephone message forms used by millions, if not billions 
of secretaries and receptionists throughout the decades. 

 Again…The IC-213 is designed only for accountability and 
NOT for network management tasks. 

The above statements can be easily verified using a common, eve-
ry day communications tool.  For example, if IC-213 is a stand-
ard, which can’t be exceeded, then it stands to reason that any e-
mail transmitted within the EOC or NIMS environment is, by 
definition, in violation of Federal Standards, because e-mail, like 
the radiogram format, includes additional, unique header data 
designed to manage and automate message flow! 

Clueless? - An Editorial 
By James Wades, WB8SIW 
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It was as if an earthquake rent 
The hearth-stones of a continent 
And made forlorn 
The households born 
Of peace on earth, good-will to men! 
 
And in despair I bowed my head; 
"There is no peace on earth," I said; 
“For hate is strong, 
And mocks the song 
Of peace on earth, good-will to men!" 
 
Then pealed the bells more loud and deep: 
"God is not dead; nor doth he sleep! 
The Wrong shall fail 
The Right prevail 
With peace on earth, good-will to men!"  
 

 
….by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow 

I heard the bells on Christmas Day 
Their old familiar carols play 
And wild and sweet 
The words repeat 
Of peace on earth, good-will to men! 
 
And thought how, as the day had come 
The belfries of all Christendom 
Had rolled along 
The unbroken song 
Of peace on earth, good-will to men! 
 
Till, ringing, singing on its way, 
The world revolved from night to day 
A voice, a chime 
A chant sublime 
Of peace on earth, good-will to men! 
 
Then from each black accursed mouth 
The cannon thundered in the South 
And with the sound 
The carols drowned 
Of peace on earth, good-will to men! 
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same speed at which he sends. 

There are tools the receiving operator can 
use to indicate that repetition, slower 
transmission speeds or the like are appro-
priate.  We have covered some of these in 
previous issues of “QNI.”  Perhaps the most 
useful tools is the Q-Signal “QRK.”  QRK 
indicates readability (not signal strength) on 
a scale of 1 to 5.  When a receiving opera-
tor has readability problems, it may be best 
to indicate this problem to the transmitting 
operator using the appropriate scale.  For 
example, if one indicates QRK-2, increased 
repetition or slower transmission speeds on 
the part of the transmitting station are like-
ly in order. 

Ideally, a transmitting operator will also 
indicate if he is equipped for full break-in 
or “VOX” (semi-break-in).  This is done at 
the beginning of the traffic exchange.  For 
example, one might transmit “….QSK HR 
NR….” at the beginning of the message 
transmission to indicate he is equipped for 
full break-in.  This notifies the receiving 
operator that the transmission can be inter-
rupted at any time for a fill or to request 
QRS or special transmission methods. 

All contents are Copyright 2013.  
This publication may be distrib-
uted unmodified and in its en-
tirety free of charge to the Ama-
teur Radio Community. 

CW Net Operating Tip 
by James Wades, WB8SIW 

 

 

It’s 0205Z and the net has been in session for 
five minutes with excellent signals and no 
interference.  Everyone is “QRK-5.”  NCS 
directs a station to receive two messages and 
the transmitting station then carefully repeats 
every major component of the message twice.  
What is wrong with this process? 

This situation was actually observed on a net 
recently.  The irony of the situation was the 
fact that the operator receiving the traffic was 
quite capable of receiving the message traffic 
without error under far worse conditions and 
at a much higher speed.   In other words, net 
efficiency was needlessly degraded. 

There may be times when repeating a word 
or group in a message is appropriate.  Names 
with unusual spellings are often worthy of 
repetition.  A frequency or abbreviations such 
as “MCRD RTBN” might be worthy of repeti-
tion should the operator be unfamiliar with 
the meaning.  However, when conditions are 
good, it can be assumed that an experienced 
operator can copy most routine traffic at the 


